
Adrenaline !

Sci-Fi rules for 15mm miniatures. Board size 60x60cm and more.

Using a set of dice from D6 to D20.

Who play first? The scenario or a dice will tell.

Turn Sequence:

1. Player 1 activate a model and perform the desired Actions.

2. Player 2  activate a model and perform the desired Actions.

3. Player 1 activate a model etc.

When all models have been activated you begin another turn.

Models Activation, you can perform 2 Actions

One Action: Movement, Fight, Opportunity Fire*

Two Actions: Precision Shot, use of a Jet-Pack for movement

Special Action (can use one or two Actions): depending on the 

scenario (computer hacking, defusing a bomb etc.)

*the Opportunity Fire is active until the model use it or perform another 

action. The model can interrupt the opponent action and shoot.

Movement
Model D6 D8 D10 D12 D20
Infantry x
Land Vehicle x
Anti-Grav x
Flyers/Jet-Pack x

Movement in Difficult Terrain (except Flyers and Jet-Pack): move 1 dice 

left.

The dice roll indicates the distance of movement in centimeters.

Infantry can rotate freely.

Land vehicles cant make up to TWO 45° turns

Flyers can make only ONE 45°turn

Fights

Weapon Type Range in cm Dice
Melee - D12
Light 30 D10
Medium 50 D8
Heavy 70 D6

Dice roll to terminate the target: 4 or less

Adrenaline!: a score of «1» with the die allow you to perform an 

additional Action

Melee Fight: models engaged roll their dice simultaneously taking 

modifiers in account.

Modifiers
Weapon Type D6 D8 D10 D12 D20
Melee x
Light x
Medium x
Heavy x

Target:

Light Cover: move dice column 1x right

Heavy Cover: move dice column 2x right

Light Vehicle/ArmourSuit: move dice column 1x right

Heavy Vehicle: move dice column 2x right

Model:

Opportunity Fire: move dice column 1x right

Precision Shot: move dice column 1x left

Shotgun & Pistol in Melee: move dice column 1x left

Modifiers are cumulative

Flying vehicle can’t be in Cover.

Exemple: A model armed with a Blaster (light weapon, D10) want 

shoot at a Heavy Vehicle and use a D20. But the vehicle is behind 

some bushes and have a Light Cover. The firing is not possible.


